infiniti qx4 my eccs2 fuse keeps blowing what is asap - my eccs2 fuse keeps blowing what is all controlled by that fuse answered by a verified infiniti mechanic, 2009 hyundai santa fe fuel gauge sensor not working - the 2009 hyundai santa fe has 19 problems reported for fuel gauge sensor not working properly average repair cost is 440 at 71 250 miles, 1995 chevy truck won't shift out of park answers com - i have had the same problem if you are parked on and incline sometimes the automatic transmission binds up and it won't come out of park be sure to use your parking, what that service engine soon or check engine scary - the dreaded check engine light comes on now what is a trouble code anyway surely does not sound good here s some lists and unasked for advice, transmission flush do it yourself guide street smart - things you should know about a transmission flush a transmission fluid flush is different from a fluid and filter change a fluid flush will not repair an